VTPIE STATS AT A GLANCE

VTPIE

• Current Stats:
  • 120 Towns Validating Sales
  • 234 VTPIE Users
  • 168 VTPIE GIS Users

• Municipal Training Stats:
  • 14 VTPIE Training Sessions
    • 400+ Trainees
  • 6 VTPIE GIS Trainings
    • 203 Trainees
DEPLOYMENT SCHEDULE

VTPIE

• Phase 1:
  • GIS
    • PVR Viewer (Deployed)
    • Municipal Viewer (Deployed)
  • Sales Validation (Deployed)
    • Usability Updates Underway
  • Ratio Study/Equalization (July 2022)
PTTR IMPORT PROCESS
SALES VALIDATION

Small Bug in SPAN Transmission
• Identified: Mon 4/11
• Resolved: Wed 4/13
• Fully Tested: Fri 4/15
• Prod Deployment: Fri 4/22
DEMONSTRATION
MUNICIPAL INFORMATION MODULE

• Sales Validation
• Municipal Information
• Support Module
• Municipal GIS Viewer
DEPLOYMENT SCHEDULE

VTPIE

• Phase 2:
  • Current Use (December 2022)
    • Will begin with Applications for April 1, 2023
  • Exemptions & TIF (December 2022)
    • Data Conversion will coincide with final grand list (Jan 15, 2023)
DEPLOYMENT SCHEDULE
VTPIE

- Phase 3:
  - Homestead & PTC (February 2023)
  - Tax Billing (May 2023)
  - Grievance (May 2023)
TRAINING & HELP

• Help materials integrated throughout the application
• Help Icon on the primary menu
• Recorded Training Sessions
• Software Help: Axiomatic
• Process Help: PVR

Axiomatic Support
support.axiomnh.com
support@axiomnh.com
(603) 413-4978 Ext. 0
Request.vtpie.org
GISRequest.vtpie.org
QUESTIONS
VTPIE